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Benchmark your Contracting and
Arbitration Strategies with Experts Including:

Gain:
Industry focussed insights on Price Reviews, Contract
Terms, Hubs, LNG, Storage and much more
Extensive in-depth learning
Discuss the key trends and issues in long term contract

Sergei Komlev
Head of Contract Structuring
and Pricing Directorate
Gazprom Export LLC
Richard Dinnie
Legal Affairs &
Agreements Division
(Exploration-Product ion)
Vice President Gas
Total S.A.
Pierre Vergerio

coo

Edison SpA

Associate Sponsor

Dr. Philipp Jäger
Legal Advisor
GasTerra B.V.

THREE CRO!:!:!NS
Executive Sponsor

LALIVE

Dr. Nikolas Hübschen
Senior Vice President
General Law & Litigation
Uniper
Bernhard Blumberg
Senior Manager Gas Supply
and Portfolio Managment
EnBW Energie
Baden-Württemberg AG
Wolfgang Peters
Former CEO of RWE
Supply & Trading a.s. CZ
Managing Director
The Gas Value Chain
Company GmbH
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Senior Legal Counsel
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ALLEN & OVERY
Allen & Overy is a multinational law finn. with 44 offices worldwide. We aie available to serve oui clients needs whereve1 !hey arise.
Recognised as one of the world's elite law films, our market-leading energy practice has a neck record of achieving successful outcomes for
clients m complex transactions, as well as sensitive. high-value disputes.

-:::·BRG
BRG's energy practice advises clients on production. markets, investments, contracts, pricing, and disputes fo¡ LNG, natural gas, oil,
thermal generation, and renewable energy. We have consrderabie expenence of energy markets worldwide, mcludìng pnc1ng, contracts,
t1adíng, commercial practices, regulation, supply-chain economics, infrastructure, investments, and financing. We offer independent expert
services to advise chents engaged Ill commercial and investment arbitration, htiqanon regulatoiy, and antitrust ptoceedinqs. We advise
clients on capturing value in complex energy markets, including identifying, managing, and mitigating risk: optunizing capital deployment
andperformance; and developing strategic, commercial and operational analysis.

CORNERSTONE RESEARCH
Cornerstone Research provides economic and financial consulting and expert testimony in all phases of complex disputes
and tegulato1y investigations. The finn has 700 staff and offices in Boston, Chicago, London, Los Angeles, New York.
San Francisco. Silicon Valley, and Washmgton OC.

LALIVE
LALIVE is an mtetnattnnal law firm with of/tees ,n Swnaerland and Qatar (LALIVE IN QATAR LLC). The
füm provides su ategic, tactical and transnational representation to States, corporations and individuals
around the world 1n all areas of fraud, asset tracing and recovery. lt 1s renowned for its experuse in
international dispute resolution in particular arbitration and dvii litigation. Furthermore, 1t has long
standing ezpenence Ill highly complex qovernmental mvesnçauons and mutual Judicial assistance
proceedmgs. Members of the team are ranked among the world's leading practitioner s 111 these areas,

Poten & Partners Is a leader rn providing services to the energy and transportation mdusures. Compnsed
of over 160 professionals in 7 offices around the world, Poten is at the forefront of developmg, arrangmg
and advising chenls on ml and gas shipping and müasnuctute projects. Our chents include maior oll and
gas companies, ship owners. govemment agencies. and financial mstitutions,

THREE CRO!:!:!NS
Three Crowns 1s a premium firm dedicated to internauonel arbrtratton-commercral, mvestment-treaty and
inter-State. The founding partners come from leadership positions at prominent international firms and
brmg extensive expenence ln all types and fora of mtemanonal arbnranon with a st1011g emphasis on
enerqy-sectœ work. 3C is based in London, Paris. and Washmgton.

Delphi 1s a leading Swedish law finn servicmq Swedish and nüematronal clients within a broad 1a11geof business sectors. W1th111 the energy
fleld. our lawyers have extensive experience from dealing with European long term gas sales contracts. Delphi is f,equently consulted in gas
pricing arbmauons and otha gas contracts related matters. www.delph1.se
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FTI Consulting - Compass Lexecon Energy offers aowsor y services that address the suateçic, reputationaí, financial, antitrust, dispute. and
regulatory needs of utilities, producers, traders, regulators and financial players. We notably support gas and LNG players on their contracts
neqotrauons. due dìligences, market modelling, requlatory dialogues negotiations, and strategy reviews. We have been test1fy1ng experts on
more than 50 gas disputes relating to pricing in long term contracts and a wide variety of other issues.

WHITE ZS. CASE
Whrte & Case LLP is a leadmg global law finn wrth lawye1 s 111 38 offices Ill 26 countnes. Among the first
US-based law firms to establish a truly global presence. we provide counsel and representation 111 virtually
every area of law that affects cross-border business.

WILMERHALE

li]

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP offers one of the world's leading international arbitration
practices. Our multinational team of lawyers serves a global client base, We are msnucted m the largest
and most complex arbitrations. including a significant number of disputes involving oil and gas contracts.

LATHAM&WATKINS

Brattle

Latham & Watkins is a leading global law firm serving multinationals, statt-ups, investment banks, pnvate equity funds. venture capital films,
sovereign wealth funds, governments and other orgamsations from its offrces across Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the US. The firm
1s 111temationally reccqnised fot its practices across a wìde spectrum of transactional, litigation, corporate and ,egulataty meas. and has
received considerable market reccqnition for the handling of landmark matters. Latham lawyers offer legal and strategic commercial thinking
to provide clíents with innovative solutions to complex business and legal matters.

The Btattle Group answers complex economic, regulatory, and financial questions for corporations. law
firms, and governments around the world. We are distinguished by the clarity of our insights and the
credibility of our experts, which include leading mtemational academics and industry specialists.
To learn more, please visit www.brattle.com
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7TH

EDITION OF THE LTGC CONGRESS

COMES AT A CRUCIAL TIME IN WHICH
OIL PRICES ARE A CENTRAL FOCUS AND
MAJOR GAS COMPANIES ARE MERGING
lt will bring together a senior level audience of leading purchasers, suppliers,
expert consultants and the most highly regarded lawyers in this area. As an
attendee, you will benefit from extensive learning and business development
opportunities. If you are involved in the negotiation and renegotiation of LTGC in
Europe, you cannot afford to miss this.

WHAT'S NEW
What is the Impact of Hubs on LTG?
Shorter Term Contracts: A Trend or the Future?
Overcoming Issues Arising from Gas Storage

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
From oil and gas companies, utilities and
industrial purchasers:
Legal counsel

Heads of origination

Commercial managers

Risk managers

Heads of negotiation

Energy procurement
personnel

Heads of supply and
portfolio development

Contract Managers

Purchasing managers

Senior Contract Analyst

Corporate treasury
managers

Attorneys practising in the areas of:
Energy/commercial litigation/arbitration
Advisors and consultants in the oil and gas sector
Arbitrators and representatives from arbitration centres

From banks:
Commodities traders and analysts

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE
PROGRAMME CONTENT AND SPEAKING
OPPORTUNITIES PLEASE CONTACT:
Victoria Smith
Head of Production
T: +44 (O) 207 878 6995

E v.sm1th@c5-online.com
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Have producers introduced tracker prices with their customers in
order to capture the value of forward gas prices?

Ill Late Registration and Coffee

How do you measure annual offtake flexibility?

10.05

Opening Remarks from the Chair

How the diversification of supply sources are impacting upon gas
supply contracts?

10.15

CONTRACTUAL TERMS

What Is the Future and Evolution of Long Term
Gas Supply Contracts in Europe?

1100

Two philosophies behind gas pricing models.· spot markets and traditional
contracts (Brent based model pnce)

What Industry Practises are Internationally
Recognised in Relation to Contract Clauses?

Sergei Komlev
Head of Contract Structuring and Pricing Directorate
Gazprom export LLC
Christophe Poillon
Vice President European Affairs at GRTgaz and
Chairman of the Task, Force on Security of Supply
GIE
Francisco de la Flor
Director of Regulations
Enagas

Richard Dinnie
Legal Affairs & Agreements Division
(Exploration Production), Vice President Gas
Total SA
Veijo Heiskanen
Partner
Lalive
Mark Levy
Partner
Allen & Overy

Are we moving to a universal price in Europe?

Dealing with the impact Res Judicata in price revision disputes

Is Europe becoming sufficiently interconnected and liquid that the
price of gas is the same less transportation costs?
How will long-term contracts will be structured in the next 5-1 O
years?
What are the implications of the OPEC and non-OPEC countries
deal and when we can expect to see the impact on gas prices?

Factors to consider in order to apply a "Take or Pay" Clause.
Force majeure clauses.
Issues arising from take or pay clauses that are backing up
the LTG:
» Problems arising when too much capacity is contracted and

it needs to be optimised.

Are we moving from a large proportion of oil-indexed gas to gas
on gas pricing contracts?

» Understanding how much capacity to re-contract by

When would it be more convenient to have oil-indexed contracts
in your portfolio?

,, Implications on the increase of cost of capacity.

Would producers agree on a long-term basis to sell gas at
commodity prices?
What is the price benchmark for new contracts? Commodity price
vs longer contract terms.
Advantages and disadvantages of the commodity price:
"Scarcity value":
Can you control your risk exposure by agreeing a commodity
price, which will prevail at a certain time in the future?
Pricing mechanism: is there an acceptance of the hybrid model
proposed by Gazprom?
What is the difference between gas and other commodities?
Is there a rationale for long-term contracts with high flexibility to
be priced above hub prices?

2019-2022

~hip model clauses: are they applicable for re-negotiation
ºof a contract under the current economic climate?

-

Destination clauses
,, Do destination clauses no longer work for producers due
to reloading?

How is a revision of the contract price limited in case of a
hardship clause?
Different clauses to be considered when negotiating a contract:
How do caps on production affect the terms of the contracts?
After years negotiating and re-negotiating LTG, is there a lex
mercatoria emerging as an aid of interpretation to all Long
Term Gas contracts?

What competitive advantage can producers offer their customers
in a fully liquid market?

'
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y Networking Lunch

What is the risk that you should take according to your
company portfolio?

13.30

Will you need to sign a LTGC to ensure security of supply?

A Deep Analysis on Price Formation, Price
Revision and Re-Opener Clauses

Re-negotiating a contract when you have no other option
and cannot replace the existing LTGC with anything else.

Gaurav Sharma
Counsel
Three Crowns
Pierre Vergerio

coo

Edison SpA
How the price formation is changing in LTC?
Main components of the formulae you need to establish
during negotiations
What the right price for Long Term Contracts should be? How
should it be determined?
What should be have been the most relevant changes in the
pricing mechanisms? What should be the optimum pricing
mechanism?
Challenges of setting Long Term expectations for prices in a
contract: finding ways to have the flexibility to adjust to important
changes in the market

How to deal with the LTGC that have been in the market for
a long time?
How can you respond to the fundamentally change market
conditions in these contracts?
What are the advantages of an early termination when price
revision is not sufficient?
Understanding on your existing contracts: freedom and flexibility
in different contexts.
Should buyer margin granted under LT oil indexed contracts be
preserved when these contracts are migrated to Gas Indexation?
Does re-negotiating contract price defeat the purpose of putting a
contract in place? Would it be advisable to put an explicit cap and
floor to the contract price?

15.15

!!I: Afternoon Refreshments

Afternoon Refreshment Break Sponsor:

Are the parties enabled to amend the pricing terms to the new
changed environment throughout the contract terms?
What is/is not a Price revision clause?
What is possible with a price revision clause? Do Changes in
price imply changes in other provisions?
Renegotiating price revision clauses that were agreed at the
time where the people who were agreeing them could never
foresee the future as it is today
Is there a price revision case in which an existing oil-index
formula will be changed to l 00% hub price on the basis of a
pure price revision clause?
What is in reality the ability of parties to re-open price?
What are the price re-opening mechanisms for existing contracts
that are currently enforced?
Price re-adjustment clause: how do you calculate the new price?
How to identify and build a different pricing systems depending
on where and what the natural gas is going to be used for?
How to negotiate a lower price and differentiated price structure
i.e. new indexation that reflects the value of LNG instead of the
value of oil?
How to resolve the expectation gap between sellers and buyers
arising from the mutually acceptable price via negotiation?

1415

Re-Structuring Contracts that Are Currently Being
Discussed
Luis Agosti
Principal
Cornerstone Research
What is the role of legal gomg forward supporting oil companies in drafting new
contract arrangements?
What type of new deals are being discussed? What is their
duration?
What kind of volumes are being agreed?

15.45

Global Oversupply Due to LNG and its Impact
on Pricing
Moderator:
Bernhard Blumberg
Senior Manager Gas Supply and Portfolio Management
EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG
Panel:
Vladimir Drebentsov
Head of Russia & CIS Economics
BP Russia
Edward Gomersall
Senior Analyst
Poten & Partners
Chikako lshiguro
Senior Analyst
Osaka Gas Co., Ltd
Traditionally, all developments of LNG were backed up by oil-indexed contracts.
Now that the market is becoming liquid How will it affect LTG supply contracts
m future? Will they still exist m the near future?
Is LNG becoming sufficiently liquid that it has its own pricing
mechanisms?
US LNG Contracts - is there any scope for price reviews of these
contracts?
How this new source of supply (LNG cargos to eu rope) will be
affecting the historic suppliers.
Will US variable cost drive price in Europe even if the two largest
suppliers have potentially a strong influence on the market?
Analysis of demand looking forward to 2025: what is the
impact of potential carbon tax and the effects of COP21?

With LNG facilities in the Black Sea, how do you get LNG
through the Bosphorus, currently prohibited to transit by
Montreux Agreement?

TESTIMONIALS:

What is the maximum additional LNG volume that could
reach Europe on a transportation capacity basis?

,, lt is a must for all practitioners
involved in gas disputes 99

Will Canadian and "next generation" LNG projects take off?
How are they going to affect LTG?

Counsel, Aequo

Do LNG Reload assessments reflect the fair market value of
the buyer's alternative - and therefo re the fair value to seller?

,, A good chance to
check and confront your
own experiences and meet people

Will LNG contracts eventually be priced at the same level as
pipeline contracts?

16.30

99

Overcoming Issues Arising from Gas Storage

(Head of Global Legal Dept., Enel)

Madjid Kühler
Managing Director, TEAM CONSULT
GP.E. GmbH

,, lt is a good opportunity to
determine the most relevant
trends and issues related to long term
gas contracts 99

What is the cost of storage when they are pre-determined
by energy security necessity? Is there an alternative?
How the decline of flexibility value in the market is affecting
the storage?

(Portfolio Strategy Manager, Eni)

Is there a trend on increasing the LT commitment into booking
the capacity?
Trade vs storage surplus of gas: pros and cos

,, Very interesting and above all, very
industry focused 99

Disputes arising from storage

(Partner, Delphi)

What will be the effect of bringing the Floating LNG and LNG
platforms under construction in Europe?
What is the LNG cargo definition of flexibility issues in relation
to the enquiries by the EC?
How can gas storage be used as a flexibility tool when you
negotiate your LTG?

17.30

T

A PAN-EUROPEAN EVENT
WITH ATTENDEES FROM
ACROSS THE GLOBE

Networking Drinks Reception

Networking Drinks Reception Sponsor By:

LATHAM&WATKINS
Germany: 1 6%
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Rest of Europe: 12% _

Rest of the World: 2% _
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08,30

Implications on gas price of a tariff imposed on the transmission
of gas towards the UK.

~ Morning Coffee

09.00

Is the influence of BMP and TTF going to change as a
consequence of Brexit?

Opening Remarks from the Chair

Would poor negotiations over the next few years have a
detrimental impact on BMP?

9.1 O

What is the Impact of Hubs on LTG?

,, Consequences on gas trading if the banking sector
leaves London

Patrick Heather
Senior Research Fellow
The Oxford Institute of Energy Studies

Common energy rules and regulations after Brexit: Governing
laws and the role of the UK after Brexit.
Potential restriction on flows, financial penalties, import duties,
etc. and effect on LNG arriving to different ports of the EU as a
consequence of Brexit.

Katya Zapletnyuk
Editor
European Gas Markets

When article 50 is officially triggered, what happens to traditional
gas supply routes?

Wolfgang Peters
Former CEO of RWE Supply & Trading a.s. CZ
Managing Director
The Gas Value Chain Company GmbH

»

Sybren de Jong
Manager Strategist Market Modelling
Gasunie

70.45

How can the hub based pricing agreements be used to manage
risk in your portfolio?
»

If hub minus prices give the buyer a guaranteed margin
and eliminate volume risk, are hub minus prices fair and
reasonable in allocating contractual risk?

Analysing the current situation in Europe on the changing gas
pricing formation, away from oil-indexation to gas-to-gas
market pricing?
Dominant hubs in Europe (TTF and NBP):
»

Will this situation increase the cost to the end user?

How will the Brexit effect the role of the N BP as the leading
European hub?

What is the total volume trade and how to incorporate this in
discussions when renegotiating your contracts?

a>

Morning Refreshments

Morning Refreshment Break Sponsor

11.15

Shorter Term Contracts: A Trend or the Future?
Mariana Ortiz Laborde
Portfolio Director
Gas Natural SDG, S.A.
Can we see a trend to sign shorter agreements in Europe?

Why and how hubs will change the relationship between historic
suppliers in europe and buyers?

What is the pricing difference between short and long-term gas
supply contracts?

Why would a seller want a hub minus contract in a liquid hub
when it can sell on that hub without a discount?

Will there be long-term deals to foresee in the future?

Can you negotiate a price below the hub price?

How the LNG coming from Australia and Africa is affecting these
contracts?

With LNG glut coming and Brexit taking place, what do you expect
to become a flaw in Atlantic and Pacific LNG pricing?

Is this portfolio going to become heavier in shorter-term contracts
and lighter in Long term contracts in the next 1 5 years from now?

Which conditions were triggering the upward trend observed on
PSV in terms of tradability/liquidity?
How would you determine whether you use NBP or TTF for
indexation of LNG contracts?
»

What criteria would you be considering?

Why is VTP influencing other hubs even though it does not have
the same kind of liquidity and churn?
Do hubs follow oil prices to any degree?
Decline of Dutch volumes will impact the relative market share of
sellers supplying EU. Will TTF price depend more on Norway and
Russian suppliers?
What is a physical flow requirement to maintain a successful,
influential hub?

10.00

What Impact will Brexit Have on Gas Flows and
Gas Prices on Hub Trading?
How Brexit will affect the three major pipelines between
UK and Europe

Register Now I

+44 (0)20 7878 6888
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Is there a trend not to take too much long term commitment?
Is shortening of contracts being used as a risk hedging strategy?
Do shorter-term contracts have the big advantage over LTGCs in
avoiding price reopener arbitrations?

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

12.00

Planning for Potential Challenges Arising
from Disputes
Dr. Philipp Jäger

Steven Finizio

Legal Advisor

Partner

GasTerra B.V.
Jasmin Kaboni-Voit

Wilmerhale

Senior Legal Counsel
RWE Supply & Trading
What are the adequate means to respond to the fundamental
changes of the past 1 O years to bring agreements in line with
the current market environment?

CS-Online.com/GasContracts

Preparing Arbitration

What is the role of legal firms going forward in supporting the
market players?
Drafting a dispute resolution clause: what do I need to take
into account?
ln what instances is good to have a Dispute Resolution Forum?
»

Is there a faster and more inexpensive way to solve a dispute
arising from a LTG?

»

Is there a more collaborative attitude to resolve disputes.

How to manage the dispute whilst keeping the commercial
relationship between the parties

»

Alternative claims/arguments

»

The role of document production and preparing for it

»

Use industry experts rather than lawyers as arbitrators?

»

Interpretative guidance rather than decision on new price as
primary objective?

» Common law vs. civil law: does it make a difference in

Analysing the issues that may arise to enforce an award

practice?

Particular case of the "one off contracts"

Adjusting claims /arguments - sign of strength or weakness?

»

,, State entities and different constituencies

Lessons learned from arbitrations

» Can an award be challenged in a domestic Court?

Are price reviews still required?

»

Fail attempt to resolve a Q in arbitration - are there other ways
and what is needed to do this?
What makes an arbitration a quality experience: Important
aspects and lessons learned

»

Include current market as basis into price review clauses?

»

Establish dispute adjudication boards for LTCs?

»

Publish awards as guidance for industry?

16.00

y Networking Lunch

13.00

Involve industry experts to challenge your case
Choose a coherent and complementary team of lawyers,
experts and witnesses to support your case

Conducting Arbitration

Institutional arbitration vs ad hoc arbitration: pros and cons

»

»
»

Chair's Closing Remarks & End of Congress

Networking Lunch Sponsor

[NERCf

Thank you to our sponsors

14.30

Improving the Way Price Revision Negotiations
and Disputes Are Conducted

Media Partners:

Daniel Muthmann

Dr. Nikolas Hübschen

Partner

Senior Vice President General
Law & Litigation

Global Gas Partners

Uniper

Scott Vesel

WorldÓils

Partner

Michael Polkinghorne

gazeo.com

Three Crowns

Partner
White & Case

global LPG CNG portal

Negotiation phase
»

»

OGE

Oll. Gas & Energy L

How to create an incentive scheme

~OIL&GAS

How to define benchmarks and objectives

\.A;I

www.ogel.org

ADVANCEMENT

» Abandon "formal negotiations"?
»

Make use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms before
turning to arbitration
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This year marks 30 years since the inception of C5 Group.
lt is time to match our brand with the dynamic strides we have made.
See inside for details ...
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Choose your Registration Method

e

PHONE:

MAIL:

Incorrect Mailing Information

+44 20 7878 6888

C5 Communications Limited, Customer
Service.11th Floor, The Tower Building,
11 York Road London, UK SE1 7NX

If you would like us to change any of your details, please email Data@C5-0nline.com
or fax the label on this brochure to +44 {O) 20 7878 6887

EMAIL:

Attention Mailroom

registrations@C5-0nline.com

If undeliverable to addressee. please forward to:

®

Commercial Manager, Purchasing Manager, Risk Manager

ONLINE:
www.C5-0nline.com/gaseurope

Registration Code

B00-505-505L 17 WEB

Bringing a Team?
O Conference on Demand
D Workshop

€350

D Webcast

€695

All pnces plus 19% German VAT.

.NAME

JQBJIILI::

................................................... ORGI\Nl$1\TION ....

CITY

PBQVINCJ::/STATE

COUNTY

TEL.

FII)(

...... POSTCOPt

COUNTRY

....................................................~.MAIL

TYPrnF Bl,1$1NESS

............. NO .. OF.. J::MP~OY~~s

APPROVING MANAGER

JQBTIJLf

Complete Payment Details
D VISA

D MasterCard

O BY BANK TRANSFER
O Discover Card

NUMBER

C5 Communications Limited
Accounl Name: C5 Communcahons Llmiled / Bank Name: HSBC BANK Pic
Bank Address: 31 Chequer Slreet, St Albans Horts AL 1 3YN, UK

EXP. DATE

Bank ßranch St ,îlbans Branch/ BIC ( Bank ldent,tier Code J MIDLGB22

CARD HOLDER

GBP Accounl (VAT num: 913 0992 301
IBAN: GB41 MIO L 4040 01821816 22 / Sort Code: 40-40-01

If you wish to pay in Euros€ or USO$ please contact Customer Service

Accept the Terms and Conditions to Register
Venue Information at a Glance
Date: 6 - 7 July 2017
Venue: NH Collection Berlin Mitte Friedrichstrasse Hotel
Address: Friedrichstraße 96, 10117 Berlin
Telephone: +49 30 2062660

20% Conference Discount

more
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D AMEX

7-9

Call +44 (O) 20 7878 6888

The program, all program materials, refreshment breaks
and lunches.

Fill in your Profile

Please charge my

15% Conference Discount

Fee Includes

'ELITEPASS is recommended for maximum learning and networking value.

a

1 O% Conference Discount

5-6

10 or

Alf Delegates will receive an online link to access the conference materials as part of their registration tee
Conference materials are available 2 working days post event

SIILWTATIQtl)

2-4

D

I confirm I have read and understood the terms and
conditions of registering for this event

505L 17-BER

Terms and Conditions

Payment Policy
Payment must be received in full by ìhe conference date
to ensure admittance. All discounts will be applied to the
Conference Only fee (excluding add-ons), cannot be combined
with any other offer, and must be paid in full at time of order.
Group discounts available to 2 or more individuals employed
by the same organisation, when registering at the same time.

Delegate Substitutions and
Cancellations
You must notify us by email at least 48 hrs in advance of
the conference if you wish to send a substitute participant.
If you are unable to find a substitute, please notify us in
writing no later than 1 O days prior to the conference date. All
cancellations received will be subject to a cancellation fee of
£250. Delegates opting to receive a credit voucher will receive
a credit for the full amount paid, redeemable against any other
C5 conference in the next 1 2 months.
No credits or refunds will be given for cancellations received
within 1 O days of the conference start date. Delegates may
not "share" a pass between multiple attendees without prior
authorisation. No liability is assumed by C5 for changes in
program date, content, speakers or venue. C5 reserves the
right to cancel any conference it deems necessary and will,
in such event, make a full refund of any registration fee, but
will not be responsible for airfare, hotel or other costs incurred
by registrants.

